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Thank you for downloading this eBook. This manual is FREE and is available at
www.howtolearnmagick.com! If you are interested in magick and learning how to gain psychic and
magical powers I suggest you download the #1 book on magical training which you can get by clicking
this link!
Within this manual you will discover more modern methods of wisdom attained through magick. You
are not going to be told to follow a certain system or path of magic or to worship any Gods or deities.
The training I provide at www.howtolearnmagick.com is based on the theory of Chaos Magick. I have
been training for over 25+ years in the magical arts and I aspire to bring you the foundation and keys
necessary to unlock very magical ability and psychic wisdom in your daily life. Many people believe that
a simple magic spell is all they need to unlock power.
Unfortunately 99% of those people will never achieve any results with their magical intent. However
there are 1% of magicians, wizards and witches who do actively engage and harness the powers of the
Universe to attain their personal desires and wishes. I am one of these people.
I go by the name Dreaming Wizard. I am an anonymous magician and felt compelled to expose what
works and how to actually attain the status of a wizard or witch. Now I am not talking about Harry
Potter or any fictional witchcraft. I am talking about the real deal. I will show you how to harness the
powers of your thought, willpower and imagination to literally get whatever you want from your life. I
have used magic for over 25+ years. I am a Master of only myself. However I know I have many things
I can teach you. That is why I created the website www.howtolearnmagick.com
If you have not already, join my free 7-day magic training system and download my guide How To Gain
Psychic & Magick Powers Exposed by visiting this page
This free magic pdf is going to share with you my thoughts and different essays that expose magic,
problems with magic, and other related topics. If you want further training download How To Gain
Psychic & Magick Powers Exposed at this link. If you would like further training you can also sign up for
my free 7-day magical empowerment training program available at that page. Sit back and relax as I
expose some information you will need to know if you ever wish to truly achieve magical power and
psychic ability within the following report below.

Avoid These Serious Magic Mistakes To Save
Yourself Years of Heartache And Pain!
Inside this special magical lesson you will learn about 4 different methods of tools you can easily use to
create your own magical spell or ritual. You don't have to follow an exact step-by-step guide or format
when it comes to creating or crafting a magical spell or ritual. It will rely on and be completely
dependent on how strong your mental atmosphere is. The stronger belief that you have in your magic
spell or ritual working will, in fact, make it that much more powerful and useful. If you have a shred of
doubt in your magical spell or ritual it will be destined to fail.
When it comes to wanting to understand the universe and your particular place inside of it you will have
many questions. You will want a higher sense of who you are, integrity and most importantly
empowerment to reach the goals you wish to achieve. You want to be able to turn your life into a
magical life that is filled with mystery and a supreme reality and a connection to it to attain higher
realms of wisdom.
When people step into the world of magic this is what they hope for. Some of them will take a step
further and will do things like exploring occult websites, going to different new age bookshops and
trying different rituals. Other people may choose to join different orders and cults while others may
choose to meet other like-minded people through the internet.
What happens is that they feel enchanted by the different information and available approaches to their
life path and the magical path. However, there are many different pitfalls that come within this world of
magic spells and consequences that do happen. I will explain the 5 most common pitfalls for the magic
spells beginner so you can prevent them from happening and having to experience them as follows
below.
The very first mistake beginners of witchcraft make is not understanding and knowing what they are
actually using magic spells for. Some people just use it as a way to rebel against indoctrinated religions
since childhood. Some people just do it to socialize and look taboo and rebel against the norms of
society. Other people have very specific goals and there are plenty of branches of magic that will deal
and teach those paths. What you need to understand is what you plan on using your magic spells for
and what you wish to accomplish. Set a clear goal in mind and know what you are going after and what
you are aiming to achieve.
The second mistake that people generally make, is that after having a spiritual awakening experience
or a flash of validity to their spiritual pursuit, they begin opposing other systems and beliefs. Trying to
force your spiritual beliefs on other people is absolutely foolish and will only alienate family and friends
from you. You have to understand the spiritual tree of life has plenty of different branches and paths.
Your personal path may be different from someone else's. That does not mean you have any reason to
talk trash about their beliefs or running around proclaiming your spiritual path as being superior. This is
the path of foolishness. Don't fall for it.
The third mistake that many beginner magicians make is abusing and using illicit substances. Many
different people these days advocate drug use. Yes, certain types of psychedelic and psychoactive
substances will unlock portals to your subconscious and beyond. However, this will only drain your
mental resources and confine you to a life of addiction and reliance. Being a magician should be
mastering yourself and all of your desires. You do not need to use drugs to enter an enchanted state.
Relying on drugs is drug addiction. Do not rely on them. Keep your mind completely clear and sharp
and be aware of your reality and yourself. Having a clouded mind that is hazed over by drug use will
only make you weak. Being a weak person and a drug addict will take you nowhere with learning to
master and use magic spells.
The fourth mistake that many people will get into is that they wish to master magick and to become the
highest ranked and the most special witch or wizard possible. This is nothing more than a trap of
egotism. The goal of magick is to become the best and most valid version of yourself possible. Magick
is a tool and is not an end and a means unto itself. You use magick as a tool to achieve your aims and
goals that you wish to accomplish in life. Once you work on a certain magical path you will achieve
certain results when you follow a regular daily path. But for those that think downloading and reading
every book possible to give themselves a title of being a master are fooled. You can only master
yourself and magic spells and rituals are a method to achieve those results.
The fifth mistake that people make when choosing to live a magical life is that they may give away their
personal power to others. People can do this in the way of following a guru or spiritual leader that
demands obedience, demands money, gifts, and services or any other forms of giving away your
personal power to him or her. You may also run into magical orders or fraternities that may make
demands from you that take away your right to make choices. They may tell you that only they can
offer you a tangible or an intangible thing in exchange for your servitude and surrender of personal
rights. If you ever meet any types of groups, ideologies or teachers that demand massive personal
sacrifice in exchange for a tangible or intangible reward you are being fooled. Never give away your
personal power or freedom of choice or rights as a human being to any person or organization whether
magical, spiritual, religious or otherwise. The world is full of cults and cult leaders looking for easy
targets. Protect yourself and your ultimate personal best interests.

targets. Protect yourself and your ultimate personal best interests.
These are five of the common traps and pitfalls that beginners make when they enter the world of
magic and you will have to be aware of them. You are your own personal protector and knowing of
these mistakes can save you years of mistakes and heartache. The realm of magic spells is special
and being able to accomplish your goals using magic spells and rituals can be a real thing. If you are
new to witchcraft or a beginner at magic spells follow this advice as addressed above to get the most
benefit from magic spells with as little problems as possible.
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